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LLC "TEPLOAVTO" respect your privacy and take the protection of your personal data very 
seriously.
The application allows you to control the liquid pre-heater of the internal combustion 
engine PZhD 14AT and its modifications regardless of the distance from the car and 
control the temperature in the car using SMS and a GSM-SIMTAT modem (purchased 
separately)

Personal data
Personal data is information that relates to you as an individual. This includes information 
such as your phone number, phone numbers of other users that you have entered into the 
application with their consent, data on the balance of the SIM card located in the GSM-
SIMTAT modem. The data is stored on the user's devices. This personal data is limited to 
the types of information required to use the application. These personal data (if you have 
entered them):
- SIM card number located in the GSM-SIMTAT modem,
- The balance code of the SIM card operator located in the GSM-SIMTAT modem,
- GSM-SIMTAT modem administrator number,
- GSM-SIMTAT modem user numbers (with their permission)

The data is stored on the user's devices (in the memory of the user's android device and in 
the memory of the user's GSM-SIMTAT modem). These data, as well as commands for 
controlling and indicating the state of the PZhD 14 AT, are transmitted via SMS, through 
the telecom operators of the SIM card supplied with the modem and your telecom 
operator. The cost of SMS depends on your operator and the operator of the SIM card 
located in the GSM-SIMTAT modem. TEPLOAVTO LLC and the AERO CONTROL application
are not responsible for the costs associated with sending and receiving SMS.

The AERO CONTROL application was created to visualize the SMS control commands of 
the GSM-SIMTAT modem and is not responsible for the operation of the PZD 14 AT.

The AERO CONTROL application does not collect personal information outside the user's 
device.

Link to the privacy policy of third-party service providers used by the application
* Google Play Services

Log data
We want to inform you that whenever you use our Service, in case of an error in the 
application, we collect data and information (through third-party products) on your phone,
called log data. This Log data may include information such as your device's Internet 



Protocol address (“IP”), device name, operating system version, application configuration 
when using our Service, time and date of your use of the Service, and other statistics.

Cookies

Cookies are files with a small amount of data that are usually used as anonymous unique 
identifiers. They are sent to your browser from the websites you visit and stored in the 
internal memory of your device.
This Service does not explicitly use these "cookies". However, the application may use 
third-party code and libraries that use "cookies" to collect information and improve their 
services. You have the option to accept or reject these cookies and find out when a cookie 
is sent to your device.

Safety

We value your trust in providing us with your Personal Information, so we strive to use 
commercially acceptable means of protecting it. But remember that no method of 
transmission via SMS or method of electronic storage is 100% safe and reliable, and we 
cannot guarantee its absolute security.

Changes to this Privacy Policy

We may update our Privacy Policy from time to time. Therefore, it is recommended that 
you periodically review this page for any changes. We will notify you of any changes by 
posting a new Privacy Policy on this page.

Contacts
If you have any questions or suggestions about our Privacy Policy, do not hesitate to 
contact us at info@autoteplo.com .


